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Time
Helen

So can you tell me your full name please?

Sandra

My name was, before it was Day, then I got married and its Collins.

00;011 Helen

00:33

00:46

Okay, and where are you from?

Sandra

Sheffield.

Helen

Okay and when’s your date of birth

Sandra

7.7.57

Helen

Okay and today’s date is the 23rd of March, 2013. Okay, so Sandra,
have you travelled far today?

Sandra

In car.

Helen

And how far away do you live from the market?

Sandra

I live near Parsons Cross.

Helen

And how long does that take then.

Sandra

Not long.

Helen

Okay, and how often do you come to the market.
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01:24

01:46

02:16

02:30

02:43

Sandra

Every, roughly every Fridays and Saturdays.

Helen

So pretty regularly, and why do you come to the market?

Sandra

Well we’ve coming to the market ....

Helen

Why’s that, what do you like about it.

Sandra

One it gets me out of house and I can go downstairs have a cup of
coffee, looking round shop, looking at clothes everything there and
sometimes I buy a CD from the CD shop.

Helen

And who do you come with?

Sandra

My husband and my mother-in-law just gone, who you were speaking
to.

Helen

Yes, I’ve just spoken to her. Do you have a favourite stall a favourite
trader?

Sandra

I have yeh, he’s downstairs in the cafe, They call him David, David
Crapper.

Helen

Okay, and what do you like about the cafe?

Sandra

Its not as noisy and that, not as noisy, they don’t get at each other or
‘ote’, cos usually you have a bit trouble downstairs, and I like looking at
underwear downstairs as well, nighties and ‘jamas and that

Helen

So how long have you been coming to the markets?

Sandra

I’ve been at market for many years, I went to Sheaf Market ten year, I
loved that Sheaf Market, its a shame its gone down.

Helen

And what changes have you seen?

Sandra

Lot of changes since that gone down, that was my first word then
coming in here as well.

Helen

What changes have you seen here in the Castle Market?

Sandra

Its had change, its still the same you know as young....

Helen

Okay and what do you think about the move to the Moor

Sandra

I don’t know I think its going to be. I think its going to be parking
trouble, the parking up and .[?????] where to park your car and its a
disabled car and he doesn’t want to get a parking fine, he don’t know
where its moving to and that, at the bottom of the Moor.
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04:00

04:14

Helen

Yeh, so do you think you will go with your family?

Sandra

No

Helen

And do you have a special memory about the markets, maybe
something in particular?

Sandra

That were funny when I got lost and me mother couldn’t find me.
[???????? 3.50] till me mum came and picked me up

Helen

Right, how old were you?

Sandra

I were only young.

Helen

Right ah ha and you just got completely lost?

Sandra

Yeh, and you would get [?????] you know in market you used to get
[????]

Helen

Really, so when your mum found you through the microphones, did you
ever get lost again after that?

Sandra

Yeh [laughing]

Helen

Did it happen again?

Sandra

Yeh, I was always getting lost in market. I’d get lost in Sheffield.

Helen

Yeh well hopefully you don’t get lost now so.

Sandra

I don’t know [STILL LAUGHING]

Helen

Okay Sandra, alright, that’s really lovely of you to speak to us and
thank you very much.

Sandra

You’re welcome.

Helen

Okay.
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